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Fichbein, world leader of open mouth bag closing machines, Manufactures a large range of machines tailored to the needs of many customers. Pieces of equipment for closing open mouth bags are divided within the following categories: sewing, sealing, gluing and combined means for manual, semi and automatic processes. To complete the bagging lines,
Fitchbein developed other solutions such as bag presenters, bag top upscees (with bag stops or accompanying), tag dispensers, conveyors... In addition, Fitchbein offers its customers a wide range of consumables: from spare parts, industrial sewing thread and crepe paper. For more than a century, packaging companies of every size and from every
industry have relied on Fitchbein to provide the most efficient, most reliable machinery to close all kinds of filled bags. We manufacture a full range of Innovative Bag Sewing Equipment, Held Portables from our line of hand to our high speed bag sewing systems.. । A new level of excellence in bag sewing technology. Also available from FitchBein is a wide
variety of accessories including bag-top folders, taggers, thread or tape brake detectors and a full range of conveyors. Whether your application calls for sew through plain sew or tape or uses multi-wall paper bags or woven polypropylene, net or jute bags, Fitchbein has engineered a solution that will meet your needs more information leading in bag sealing
technology, Fitchbein introduced its first bag sealer 30 years ago. Today, we offer a whole range of bag sealing solutions including hot melt adhesive closures for paper bags and our line of Saxon® brand sealer for plastic bags and pouches. Based on their sealing performance, fishbein and saxon sealers are widely used in the food, medical, chemical,
mineral, fertilizer and pet food sectors. Fitchbein and Saxon Sealers are known for their durability, compact design and innovative features including secure low voltage control panels, temperature closure sensors, variable speed drives, bag jam detection and high efficiency heaters that can reduce energy requirements by up to 10 percent. Fitchbein and
Saxon sealers are easily integrated into semi or fully automatic bagging lines. More information taped more information on sewing/sealing. The combination of closures will allow you to strengthen the strength and siftproofness of closing your bag More Details Conveyors are a useful supplement for your bag closing line. Indeed, it will direct peripheral support
and bags full of filling station in the locked machine. More information maximizes your performance Real Fitchbein brand sewing equipment with sewing thread, needle, lubricant and crepe tape. Fitchbein consumables products are specially designed and engineered to enhance the performance and longevity of your bag sewing equipment. From hand-held
portable bag sewer to fully integrated bag sewing system - Fitchbein consumables are the right choice. More information for more information over a century, Fischbein® bag sewing system set industry standards for quality, safety, dependency and cost-effective bag stitching. Fitchbein industrial sewing systems turn off a variety of bag types, including multi-
wall paper, PE, knitted and laminated woven polypropylene. No matter your needs, Hamer-Fischbein is an engineered solution to meet your needs - close to the heavy production synchronous sewing system from portable bags at hand. Hammer-Fischbin plain sew systems turn off a variety of pillow style or gusset bags, including multi-wall paper, laminate
and non-laminated woven polypropylene and jute. Hamer-Fischbein tape on sew systems produces off multi-wall paper and laminate woven polypropylene, attractive crepe tape sewn bag closure. The Fitchbein Empress series sewing heads are constructed with heavy duty components for unmatched durability you can count on for years. The FitchBein F-
Series portable, hand-held, industrial sewing machines delivers quality, durability and productivity. Models include plain sew, tape sew, horizontal, and heavy duty. Real Fitchbein sewing thread, premium needle, lubricant, paper crepe tape, oil and solvents are all compatible with hammer-fichein bag termination equipment. Bag tag placers include an
information tag in closure used in conjunction with Fischbein sewing systems when the filled bag is closed. The FitchBein F-Series Portable Industrial Sewing Machine delivers the quality, durability and productivity you expect from Fischbein. Weighing just 11 pounds, this lightweight portable sewing system quickly and securely closes the filled multi-wall
paper, woven and laminated woven polypropylene bag with seamless efficiency. Features Option Glasses Bags Brochure Video in Hand Held Vertical Grip 35... Know more... Fitchbein Horizontal F-Series Portable Industrial Sewing Machine delivers the quality, durability and productivity you expect from Fischbein. Weighing just 11 pounds, this lightweight
portable unit with its modified handle position allows filled envelopes, pouches and bags to close when held horizontally. Features Options Specs Bag Brochure Video Features Hand Held Horizontal Grip 35.. । Know more... Fitchbein Plane Sew Heavy Duty F-Series Portable Industrial Sewing Machine offers the quality, durability and productivity you'd expect
from Hammer-Fitchbein. This heavy duty unit will win your toughest work load and perform equally well in the factory or area. It's hard, faster and more packed with power.. । It is designed to get the job done. option... Know more... Fitchbein's Crepe Tape F-Series portable industrial sewing machine offers the quality, durability and productivity you'd expect
from FitchBein. Weighing just 11 pounds, this lightweight portable sewing system quickly and securely closes multi-wall paper, woven and laminated woven polypropylene bags that require a crepe tape sewn closure. Features Option Glasses Bags Brochure Video features tape... Know more... Fitchbein's Empress series Model 100 standard sew and model
101 tape sew are designed for smooth performance and hassle-free operation. Both models offer variable speed, low noise/vibration and adjustable sewing speed up to 55 linear feet per minute. Empress sew head are ideal for sewing every type of open mouth bag, including paper woven.. । Know more... Fitchbein's Empress series Model 200 standard sew
and model 201 tape sew is designed for precise, durability and smooth operation. Both models offer variable speed, low noise/vibration and a unique pneumatic needle cooling system. Adjustable for 75 linear feet per minute with sewing speed, empress sew head is ideal for sewing every type of open.. । Know more... The Fischbein Model 100-2 two needle
plain sew head produces two perfect, parallel sewing lines that turn off a safe, filter resistant bag. The Model 100-2 is perfect for closing every type of open mouth bag including multi-wall paper, woven and laminated woven polypropylene, and jute. A pressure self-lubricant system protects moving parts and ensures maximum. । Know more... The FitchBein
Model 400 Pro™ is an affordable, entry-level sew system that provides cost-effective solutions for the most demanding production environment. Operating at adjustable speeds up to 55 linear feet per minute, this heavydity system is easy to operate and provides quality performance at twice the speed as close to the portable bag in hand.... Know more... The
FitchBein Model 400 NS™ sets industry standards for quality and cost-effective bag stitching. Operating at adjustable speeds up to 55 linear feet per minute, the Model 400 NS™ has an air thread pusher that directs the thread into a system-cutting knife. A secure automatic infeed system automatically guides you to the top... Know more... The FitchBein
Model 400 NS2™ sets industry standards for quality and cost-effective bag stitching. Operating at adjustable speeds up to 45 linear feet per minute, the Model 400 NS2™ features empress® 100-2™ two needle sewing heads that produce two perfect, parallel sewing lines that create a safe, sift-proof bag closure. Features Option Specs Bags... Know more...
The Fischbein Model 400 HP™ is a high-performance plain sew system that sets the industry standard for high-speed bags locked in the most demanding, high-volume bagging environments. Safe, and easy to use, the model HP™ is capable of sewing speeds up to 75 linear feet per minute. Features include a pneumatic rotary knife that efficiently... Know
more... This The Model 400 TNS™ sew is a tape on the system that closes multi-wall paper and produces laminated woven polypropylene, an attractive crepe tape sewn bag closure at speeds of up to 55 linear feet per minute. Model 400 TNS™ automatically trims the top of the bag, applies tape, sews off the bag and finally cuts the crepe tape and thread
upon completion... Know more... The FitchBein Model 400 THP™ is a high performance tape sew system designed for bagging applications up to 75 linear feet per minute. It is used with multi-wall paper and laminated woven polypropylene open mouth bag to close an attractive crepe tape sewn bag. Model 400 THP™ automatically trims the top of the bag,...
Know more... The FitchBein Model 500 THP+ is the latest in ™ synchronised sewing technology. This versatile, high production tape sew system features hmi an all-new operator with signal of operation and maintenance. Sewing head is powered by an all new servo motor to drive, and with VFD control for infeed, it provides a fully synchronized stitch...
Know more... The Fitchbein Model 3920 is a tag placer system used in tandem with the Fitchbein sew system. The model 3920 posts up to two product information tags in front or back of the bag as it is sewn off. Features option glasses tag brochure The video features a single tool to change the tag size. Tagger Head... Know more... The FitchBein Model
TRS-100 is a cost-effective, self-contained trim removal system that removes and fixes bag top trimming and tape clippings from the FitchBein sew system. The TRS-100 has two collection points, capturing and transporting crepe paper clippings and top bags in a container. Features Options Glasses Capacity Brochure Video ends powder coat... Know
more... Fitchbein Sui Fitchbein designed and developed the versatile C100-S curved needle for use with our Empress 100 and 200 series® sewing head. This durable needle multi-walled paper, knitted and laminated knitted poly bag stitch material and features a unique, precise scarf design that allows for precise tolerance between needle and looper.
Available in ... Know more... much...
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